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A MESSAGE FROM
THE CHIEF OF POLICE
I am pleased to present the 2019 Annual Report for the Rockville City Police
Department. The Annual Report highlights some of the Department’s noteworthy
accomplishments throughout the year and documents our progress in meeting
the goals and objectives for the coming year.
Our nation continues to experience profound challenges in the law enforcement
world. I want to take this opportunity to acknowledge the professionalism and
dedication of the men and women of the Rockville City Police Department, and
express my gratitude to the community members of Rockville for their support.
All of the Department’s accomplishments are a direct result of many people
working together to do things right. Exceptional personnel and community
support are vital to the Department’s continued growth and success.
A renewed emphasis was placed on community policing and strengthening
community relationships by demonstrating accountability and transparency.
And the year ended with notable reductions in violent crimes.
Respectfully,

Victor V. Brito
Victor V. Brito
Chief of Police

MISSION STATEMENT
In collaboration with others, the Police Department protects and promotes community safety,
ensures the safe and orderly movement of traffic, and seeks solutions to any problem that
creates fear or threatens the quality of life in this City.

VALUES
Service Orientation
Each employee enhances the quality of life within our community and our department
through dedicated service. Our commitment to the community is to treat people with dignity,
empathetically and compassionately while delivering high quality service.

Integrity
Our value as police employees depends upon the respect and confidence we earn from the
community and each other. The integrity of each individual, as well as the organization, is
necessary for the community to give us their trust. Without this trust, we cannot expect to
form a partnership with the community.

Excellence
We meet challenges and adversity with perseverance to attain individual and organizational
goals. Our commitment to excellence includes being accountable individually and as an
organization to do the right thing and take responsibility for our actions.

Respect
Fundamental to delivery of professional police service is the fair and equitable treatment of
all individuals. We value all community members, each other and different points of view,
regardless of race, gender, appearance, economic status, individual beliefs or lifestyles.

Teamwork
Teamwork is essential to the successful operation of the Department. The team must include
all employees working in partnership with each other and the community to attain our
goals. We support an environment that recognizes mutual cooperation and group
accomplishments while encouraging individual contributions.
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QUICK FACTS
ABOUT US
Located 12 miles northwest of Washington D.C., the City of Rockville comprises of 13.55
square miles of picturesque American urban and suburban living. The City enjoys a special
place at the core of Montgomery County as its county seat and largest incorporated city.
Rockville, along with neighboring Gaithersburg and Bethesda, is at the center of the I-270
Technology Corridor and is home to numerous software firms, biotechnology companies,
and federal institutions. The City also boasts several upscale regional shopping centers as
one of the major retail hubs in Montgomery County. Rockville is home to Montgomery
College, three Montgomery County Public Schools high schools, three middle schools,
eight elementary schools, and four private educational schools.
Rockville's population is currently 68,401 people, making it the third largest incorporated
city in the state of Maryland and, of course, a uniquely terrific place to live and work.

About Rockville City Police Department

65
SWORN OFFICERS

23.5 $12,181,400
CIVILIAN EMPLOYEES

ANNUAL BUDGET
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ORGANIZATION

ABOUT ROCKVILLE CITY POLICE

Office of the Chief of Police

Victor V. Brito
Chief of Police

Professional standards
Public & media relations
Planning & research
Accreditation
Office of Professional Responsibility
Emergency management

Laura Lanham
Deputy Chief of Police

Field Services Bureau

Michael England
Major

Six patrol teams
K9 program
Special Operations Unit: Criminal investigations, Town
Center, Traffic, School Resource Officer, Community Services
Crime analysis
Special events

Administrative Services Bureau

Lt. Jonathan Berry
Acting Bureau
Commander

Support services
Public Safety Communications Center
Fiscal management
Training & development
Field training
Neighborhood Services
Parking & Photo Enforcement Unit
Citywide security system
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BY THE NUMBERS
JANUARY 1 THROUGH DECEMBER 31, 2019

865

Arrests

134

DUI arrests

5,795

259
Criminal citations issued

Traffic citations issued

13

99

Juvenile citations issued

Civil citations issued

14,067

12,470

Warnings issued

Parking tickets issued

1,890

Vehicle Equipment Repair Orders
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NEIGHBORHOOD &
COMMUNITY
ORGANIZATIONS

2019

2019 CALLS FOR SERVICE

Total Calls For Service

The Rockville City Police Department is the primary
law enforcement agency responding to calls for
service in the City of Rockville.
In 2019, RCPD responded to 70% of the 37,115 calls
for service in the City, alongside the Montgomery
County Police Department’s First District Station and
the Montgomery County Sheriff's Office. Residents
may use the County’s Telephone Reporting Unit for
some delineated non-emergency incident reports.
See Appendix A for a tabulation of all calls.

Rockville City
Police

26,136

Montgomery
County Police

8,492

Montgomery
County Sheriff

1,835

Telephone
Reporting Unit

608

4,000
Sheriff

3,000
Montgomery Co.

2,000

1,000

Rockville City
Telephone Reporting
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YEAR OVER YEAR CRIME
COMPARISON
2018

455

crimes against
people

1,571
crimes against
property

2019

420

488

crimes against
people

crimes against
society

-7.7%

08

1,708
crimes against
property

+8.7%

369

crimes against
society

-24.4%

2019

HEROIN & OPIOID SUMMARY

We take great care responding to Heroin and opioid abuse. For example, to prepare for an encounter
with a community member who has overdosed on an opioid, all RCPD officers carry NARCAN on duty.
Below one can find monthly counts of reports for opioid and Heroin overdose, possession, and sale in
Rockville City in the year 2019.
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total overdose
reports

May

Jun

Jul

17

total possession
reports

09

Aug
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3

Oct

total opioid sale
reports

Nov

Dec

The Montgomery County Police Department
(MCPD) and Rockville City Police have historically
reported crime data following the FBI’s Uniform
Crime Reporting (UCR) Summary guidelines.
However, the FBI has mandated that all law
enforcement agencies in the United States are to
report their crime statistics in with the NIBRS
system by 2021.
In 2016, Maryland State Police was awarded a grant
under the National Crime Statistics Exchange
Program (NCS-X), and MCPD was selected to
become the first agency in Maryland to report with
the new National Incident-Based Reporting
System (NIBRS). Because MCPD is the custodian of
records for municipalities within Montgomery
County, Rockville City Police Department was also
to begin reporting with NIBRS.
During the transition from UCR to NIBRS, MCPD
experienced several technical challenges and a
period of quality assurance testing that delayed
reporting.
The most crucial difference between the UCR and
NIBRS systems is how they each approach crime
incidents with multiple offenses (one specific
violation of a law) associated with them. Under
UCR, agencies report only the most severe offense
per incident; but, with NIBRS, agencies record all
associated offenses per incident, thus reporting
with greater specificity. This distinction is explained
futher on the following page.
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NATIONAL INCIDENT-BASED
REPORTING SYSTEM

2019

UCR VERSUS NIBRS

Under UCR, police agencies compile crime data with a standard called "the Hierarchy Rule". With
this standard, agencies only report the most serious index offense per incident of crime. For
example, suppose someone commits a robbery that led to a murder, and ultimately the
perpetrator stole a vehicle. Under the past UCR system and its hierarchy rule, only the murder
would be reported. In contrast, with NIBRS an agency would report all three offenses: one murder,
one robbery, and one motor vehicle theft.
Montgomery County Police did not begin NIBRS reporting until July 2016; therefore, the first two
quarters of 2016 only capture one offense per crime, per the UCR Hierarchy Rule.
Futhermore, agencies using UCR categorize all crimes as either "Part 1" and "Part 2". NIBRS, on the
other hand, organizes offenses as Group A and Group B offenses and collects up to ten associated
offenses per incident of crime.
NIBRS includes 52 offenses in the Group A category, reported with three offense subcategories:
Crimes Against Persons, Crimes Against Property and Crimes Against Society. There are also 10
Group B offenses, reported with no subcategories. Unless there's an arrest, Group B offenses are
not reported to the FBI under NIBRS.
We must also make three additional points about converting crimes between UCR and NIBRS:
Intimidation - defined as an assault that unlawfully places another person in reasonable fear of
bodily harm through the use of threatening words and/or other conduct, but without displaying
a weapon or subjecting the victim to actual physical attack - was not an offense recorded under
UCR, but is now captured under NIBRS
Under UCR, incidents including acts of sodomy and/or sexual assault with an object were
combined. These two offenses are now separate under NIBRS. Consequently, those viewing
historical data about these sex crimes may observe an artificial increase in their frequency
Under UCR, “Identity theft”, was captured as a type of fraud, and is now reported separately
under NIBRS
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OFFICE OF PROFESSIONAL
RESPONSIBILITY REPORT

In order for RCPD to accomplish its mission, it must have the trust and confidence of the
community. To demonstrate transparency and accountability, the Department has compiled an
Office of Professional Responsibility (OPR) Report, which includes information about complaints of
officer misconduct, use of force incidents, in-custody deaths, and vehicle crashes.

26,136

865

Calls for service

Arrests

33

13

Complaint cases alleging misconduct by
employees processed by OPR.
A disposition of “sustained” was determined in
13 cases.

Incidents that involved a use of force
This represents about 1 percent of all arrests.

Circumstances surrounding use of force incidents
Some other time
Some
other
15.4%
activity

Happened
serving
Happened
serving Emergency
Petitions
30.8%
an Emergency4
Evaluation Petition

4

2

7

Happened during an arrest
53.8%

Happened during
an arrest

Injuries during use of force incidents
Treated at
central
processing

5

Treated at
hospital

3

Required no
treatment

1

4

2

2

2
2

1
0

1

Suspect hurt

Officer hurt

Age of suspects involved in use of force incidents

Of the 13 suspects involved in use of force
incidents, 11 were male and 2 were female.

6
4

Additionally, 2 were Caucasian, 10 were
African American, and 1 was Hispanic.

2
0

12

< 18

18 - 29

30 - 39

> 40
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OFFICE OF PROFESSIONAL
RESPONSIBILITY REPORT
GROSS COMPANYPROFIT AND CHARTS
Firearms seized
Rifles
Rifles
22.2%

4

Revolvers
16.7%

3

Handguns

18
4

4

agency assigned warrants
processed by the
communicaiton center

7

Total

Revolvers

483

7

Handguns
38.9%

Shotguns
Shotguns
22.2%

25

reported employee vehicle
collisions, 13 of which were
preventable by the employee

0

in-custody deaths or instances
of excessive force

Officers assaulted
20

20

October
through December

15

15

July
through September

10

10

April
through June

5

5

0

0

January
through March
2015

2016

2017

2018
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NEWS, STRATEGIES &
INITIATIVES
GROSS COMPANYPROFIT AND CHARTS
Recruitment & Retention Initiatives

To further ensure the highest standards of professionalism
and diversity in the Rockville City Police Department, we
have developed initiatives to recruit diverse candidates and
retain current officers.
To these ends, we performed an outreach campaign by
targeting public safety job fairs and filming a recruitment
video to showcase employment opportunities and career
potential.

New Officers Hired with Emphasis on Diversity
Law enforcement is a field where diversity matters. The
Rockville City Police Department continues to fill our ranks
with a diverse officer pool that reflects the population and
needs of Rockville. This commitment involves recruiting from
minority populations and recruiting women from a variety of
racial and ethnic backgrounds.
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NEWS, STRATEGIES &
INITIATIVES
GROSS COMPANYPROFIT AND CHARTS
Increased training opportunies

In 2019, our Training Unit provided several opportunities to
educate our officers and improve policing methods,
including efforts toward:
Upholding ethics
Training ourselves to be fair and impartial
Staying up to date with the law
Learning about Biased Based Policing
Refreshing our de-escalation tactics
Becoming more aware of mental health & illness
Staying mentally well
We also offer career development opportunities for officers interested in becoming
driving instructors, firearms instructors, Field Training Officers (FTOs), intoximeter
operators, and defensive tactics instructors.
Whether we train for a specialization or a promotion track, the Department continues to
expand on its offerings to all employees, sworn and non-sworn, and develop a curriculum
for career advancement.
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NEWS, STRATEGIES &
INITIATIVES
GROSS COMPANYPROFIT AND CHARTS
Bolo's K9 Graduation
After months of intensive training, Rockville City Police’s K9
BOLO and his handler, Corporal Ali Zeighani, graduated
from the Montgomery County Police Department’s Canine
School in August 2019.

Senior Outreach
Our Department works closely with the Rockville Senior Center to keep our more senior
residents informed, safe, and aware. In 2019, RCPD hosted many outreach events and
seminars geared to our seniors, including our participation in the annual health fair, a
Senior Community Police Academy, two drug take-back events, the Citizen Response to
Active Shooter Event (CRAZE), a safety talk with the Red Hat Society, a seminar with the
"Keenagers" entitled "Don’t Fall Victim to a Scam", and seminars on protecting
medications, senior pedestrian safety, and emergency management and preparation.
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RCPD in the schools
RCPD's School Resource Officer (SRO) Corporal Rick Halverson is a familiar face to the
many students attending Richard Montgomery High School and Julius West Middle
School.
As SRO, Corporal Halverson is trained in emergency preparedness (lock downs, shelterin-place, evacuation drills), crisis management, community policing concepts, and
problem-solving within schools. He acts as a liaison with school officials, assists with
situations requiring a police response, and regularly meets with parents, teachers,
school administrators, and students.
Corporal Halverson provides training and presentations on school-related topics to
enhance the safety of the school, including anti-bullying and gang awareness. He also
helps with traffic safety and enforcement around his schools and with the safety of
major school events, like large dances or sporting events.
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NEWS, STRATEGIES &
INITIATIVES
GROSS COMPANYPROFIT AND CHARTS
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NEWS, STRATEGIES &
INITIATIVES
GROSS COMPANYPROFIT AND CHARTS
RCPD welcomes new emergency manager

Mark Landahl joined the Rockville City Police Department in August 2019 to serve as the
City’s first emergency manager.
As emergency manager, Landahl is creating an emergency preparedness plan for all City
departments and is formulating strategies to help the City mitigate, respond to, and
recover from emergencies. Landahl brings 18 years of experience as a member of the
Frederick County Sheriff’s Office, where he served as the office’s Homeland Security
Commander and oversaw agency efforts toward emergency preparedness, prevention
and protection. Landahl also served as a liaison to local, state and federal agencies,
including as manager of the office’s school resource program. He previously served as
supervisor of the office’s homeland security section and as an investigator with the
Maryland-Delaware Joint Terrorism Task Force.
Mark teaches homeland security and emergency management courses at several
schools, including the University of Maryland Global Campus, Florida International
University, and Frederick Community College. Landahl also frequently speaks at national
conferences and has been published in several academic journals. Mark holds a
Doctorate in Emergency Management from Oklahoma State University and is one of just
1,375 people worldwide designated a Certified Emergency Manager by the International
Association of Emergency Managers.
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OFFICER OF THE MONTH
AWARDS
GROSS COMPANYPROFIT AND CHARTS

JANUARY

FEBRUARY

Officer Jason West

MARCH

Officer Nicholas Bucciero

Firearms
Transition
Unit

APRIL

Street Crimes Unit
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OFFICER OF THE MONTH
AWARDS
GROSS COMPANYPROFIT AND CHARTS
MAY

JUNE

JULY

Officer Jeremy Ziegler

Officer Ronnie Crowe

Corporal Jonathan Lee

AUGUST

SEPTEMBER

OCTOBER

Officer Renae McEvoy

Officer Christina Gregory

Corporal Nicholas Roy

DECEMBER

Officer Brandon Thomas
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YEARS OF SERVICE
AWARDS
GROSS COMPANYPROFIT AND CHARTS

40

Years of Service
Major Michael England

30

Years of Service
Lieutenant Brian Paul

Major Eric Over
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YEARS OF SERVICE
AWARDS
GROSS COMPANYPROFIT AND CHARTS

20
Years of Service

Lieutenant Jan Seilhamer

15
Lieutenant Jon
Berry

Corporal Phil Lew

Years of Service

Corporal David
Trogolo

Corporal Karl Plitt
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Theresa Broad

2019

ROCKVILLE POLICE
CONGRATUATES
GROSS COMPANYPROFIT AND CHARTS

PROMOTIONS

Sergeant Mark
Broadus

Lieutenant Jan
Seilhamer

Lieutenant Jon
Berry

RETIREMENTS

Major Bob Rappoport Sergeant J.P. Cowell

31

Corporal Steve Malko Sergeant Kyle Dickerson

25

34

YEARS OF SERVICE
23
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30TH ANNUAL PUBLIC
SAFETY
AWARD
CEREMONY
GROSS COMPANYPROFIT AND CHARTS

On June 12, 2019, five members of the Rockville City Police
Department were honored for their service to the
community at the 30th annual Rockville Public Safety
Awards held at Lakewood Country Club.
Each year, members of public safety agencies serving the
City of Rockville, including the Rockville City Police
Department, Rockville Volunteer Fire Department,
Montgomery County Sheriff's Office and Montgomery
County Department of Correction and Rehabilitation, are
recognized for their outstanding service. Since 1990, over
600 awards have been presented to local officers, incluidng
four to our K-9 partners and citizens of the community.

The Citation for Bravery is presented to a member of a public
safety organization or the civilian community who performed an
act of bravery beyond the call of duty, wherein the member’s
physical safety was perilously exposed to danger in order to save
the life of another or to perform an extraordinary and heroic public
safety duty.
The Distinguished Service Citation is presented to a member who rendered a service
resulting in the accomplishment of a difficult task, the protection of life or property, the
prevention of a major crime, or the apprehension of an armed and dangerous criminal,
while also applying diligence, perseverance, or timely judgment in the performance of
their duties.
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Lieutenant Andy Taglienti

Corporal Norman Paul

2019

THE CITATION FOR
BRAVERY
GROSS COMPANYPROFIT AND CHARTS

Corporal Eddie Roman

On June 26, 2018, Lt. Taglienti, Corporal Paul and Corporal Roman responded to the Potomac
Valley Nursing Home for the report of a weapons offense in progress. Here, a 74-year old patient
was threatening staff with a knife and refusing to allow anyone to enter her room. As officers
arrived on scene, the subject was seated on her bed, but began waving the knife, and threw a
dinner plate towards the officers. As the officers began speaking with her, the patient continued
to wave the knife at them, repeatedly saying that she would kill them.
Officers attempted to enter the room, but the subject arched her arm in an attempt to throw the
knife at them. The officers exited the room and began to discuss options to disarm the subject.
Due to the woman's age and health, Lt. Taglienti expressed concern over using a Taser. Corporal
Roman suggested using a blanket to protect themselves against the knife. Nursing Home staff
provided the officers with a blanket ans, as the subject was distracted, Lt. Taglienti quickly
entered the room and threw the blanket over the subject’s hands and knife. Corporal Roman
and Corporal Paul quickly assisted by restraining the subject, while Lt. Taglienti removed the
knife from her possession. The subject was transported to a local hospital for an evaluation.
Thanks to the quick thinking and actions of Lt. Taglienti, Corporal Paul and Corporal Roman, a
tense situation was de-escalated with no one injured.
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THE CITATION FOR
BRAVERY
GROSS COMPANYPROFIT AND CHARTS

Officer Brandon Thomas
On December 28, 2018 at 5:30 pm, Officer Brandon Thomas was dispatched to the Twinbrook
Library for the report of a missing suicidal person. He arrived and spoke with the missing
subject’s mother, who reported she had been contacted by her son who, she said, was calling to
“say his goodbyes.” She informed Officer Thomas that her son had previously made suicidal
statements and had attempted to harm himself in the past with a firearm.
A “ping” was put on the subject’s cell phone, informing officers that missing subject was near 51
Monroe Street. While officers were circulating the area, dispatchers at the Montgomery County
Communications Center received a 911 call from a subject threateing to jump off the parking
garage in Town Center.
Officer Thomas immediately located the subject at the top of the parking garage. The man was
kneeling on the ground next to his vehicle, ignoring the officer's commands to move away from
the vehicle and display his hands. Officer Thomas heard the man crying, and the distressed man
suddenly jumped to his feet and turned to run to the ledge of the garage an apparent attempt to
jump. Without hesitation, Officer Thomas chased the subject and, just as the man was
attempting to hoist himself up onto the ledge, Officer Thomas grabbed him and securly pulled
him down.
The distressed subject was transported to a local hospital for further treatment. Thanks to his
quick level of thinking, his act of bravery and true desire to help the subject, Officer Thomas is
commended for his actions and saving a life.
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THE DISTINGUISHED SERVICE
CITATION
GROSS COMPANYPROFIT AND CHARTS

Officer Lindsay Fader

On September 21, 2018 at 3:00 p.m., Officer Lindsay Fader responded to a call for a missing and
suicidal subject. After speaking with the subject's mother, Officer Fader learned the missing
woman had sent an apologetic text message, saying that she loved her family and offering her
goodbyes. Officer Fader also learned that the subject had told a friend that she had overdosed on
Tylenol, was feeling sleepy, and was laying down next to trees and water.
The Montgomery County Emergency Communications Center pinged the missing subject's phone,
alerting Officer Fader that the distressed woman was near Clara Barton Parkway and the Naval
Warfare Center. Officer Fader had learned from photographs of the subject that she enjoyed
hiking and had been wearing hiking gear. Meanwhile, Montgomery County Police in Bethesda
were dispatched to the area of Carderock Falls to search for the subject.
Officer Fader convinced the woman to speak on the phone and, applying her own personal
knowledge of Great Falls Park, narrowed down the distressed woman's location. Officer Fader
immediately asked that Park Rangers check the entrance of the Park, and they soon located the
subject’s vehicle. After Park Police deployed a helicopter and Montgomery County Fire/Rescue
activated water support, the subject was located, unharmed, and taken to a nearby hospital.
Thanks to Officer Fader’s quick thinking, she created a rapport with the subject and convinced her
to provide additional information. Her personal knowledge of the Great Falls Park area led to the
quick response from other agencies, who together found the subject unharmed. Officer Fader is
to be commended for her actions.
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NEIGHBORHOOD SERVICES
GROSS COMPANYPROFIT AND CHARTS

We recorded a considerable expansion in animal-related calls for service since last year,
including an expansion of calls pertaining to animal bites.

29% Increase
of animal calls

26% Increase
of animal bite calls

120

Animal calls, 2018-2019

animal bite calls in
2019

2,500

2,000

1,916

1,500

animal calls in
2019

1,000

2,206

500

0

animal licenses
issued

2018

2019
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Animal Review
Official meetings
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ENGAGING WITH OUR
COMMUNITY
GROSS COMPANYPROFIT AND CHARTS
Outreach with local
schools

Bi-annual Drug Take Back Days

Shop with a Cop
Booth at Hometown
Holidays

Supporting local community
block parties during
National Night Out

Pink shields for
Breast Cancer
Awareness Month
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Supporting local groups

Polar Bear Plunge

Community Police Academy

Community Open House

Quarterly "Coffee with the Cops"

Children's Holiday Toy Drive
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ENGAGING WITH OUR
COMMUNITY
GROSS COMPANYPROFIT AND CHARTS

GROSS COMPANYPROFIT AND CHARTS

The City of Rockville's Speed Camera Program continues
to supplement patrol officers in their efforts to save lives,
prevent collisions, and facilitate the efficient movement
of vehicular and pedestrian traffic.
In 2019, we issued more red light camera citations than
the year prior, but fewer speed camera citations.
To make our roads safer and adjust harmful driving
behaviors, our Department maintains a commitment to
focus on streets with frequent speeding.
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PHOTO ENFORCEMENT UNIT

ROCKVILLE CITY POLICE DEPARTMENT

2018 - 2019

HOTSPOT
STUDY
Chris Germiller
Crime Analyst

ABOUT THIS
STUDY
The purpose of this study is to describe priority policing areas
within Rockville City using data from 2019, while also
incorporating year-over-year (YOY) trends.
We first compiled calls for service* from the 2018 and 2019
calendar years, including data on crime type, date of incident,
and geographic origin. Each individual call was also given a
"weight" based on the legal and social gravity of the final
disposition, ranging from 0 (a non-issue) to 10 (the most severe
offense possible). This weight was dubbed a "severity score". We
also added groupings to each call, bringing together hundreds of
specific call dispositions into a few dozen call types; for example,
both cocaine and marijuana possession were grouped together as
"CDS Offenses".
Using ArcGIS software, the city was then divided into a grid of
square cells, or "sites". We then compiled the raw difference in
call volume within each site year-over-year, and then fed these
annually differences data into a Getis-Ord Gi* procedure
designed to find geographic hotspots and coldspots using
statistical principles and rigor.
What follows is a description of 2019 calls for service within
each major hotspot.
*Excluding calls without a numeric designation, mostly including "Cancel" "Clear Traffic
Stop", "File Only", and "Sheriff", as well as calls for animal offenses and, and 29911OTHERMISCELLANEOUS
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TERMINOLOGY
Cluster: a group of calls for
service
Disposition 1: a call for
service where officers verified
the incident in question, but
elected not to write a formal
report
Disposition 2 : a call for
service where officers verified
the incident in question and
wrote a formal report, but did
not immediately make an arrest
Hotspot: a relatively
concentrated area with a high
call volume, the value of which
is elevated enough that (when
considering neighboring areas)
it's unlikely due to be from
chance alone
Severity score: a number
ranging from 0 to 10 describing
the legal and social gravity of
the situation described in a call
to police
Site: a geographic area of
about 38,025 square feet

Rockville
Hotspots & Coldspots

Using year-over-year differences in calls-for-service, 2018 - 2019
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HOTSPOT

1,675
Calls in 2019

+13%

Change in YOY call volume

2019

ROCKVILLE TOWN CENTER

1.34

Mean severity score

The largest hotspot in the City captures much of the Rockville Town Center area.
Calls for service in 2019 formed 36 clusters of 2 or more calls, the three largest of
which are detailed in the following pages.
Compared to typical call patterns citywide, two categories appear overrepresented
here: disorderly conduct calls and trespassing calls.

Beall Ave & N Washington St

Gibbs Street

Maryland Ave & Middle Ln
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CLUSTER IN THE TOWN CENTER HOTSPOT

344

2019

MARYLAND AVE & MIDDLE LANE

This cluster accounted for the most call volume in the Town Center
area, although the most common type of calls referred to noncriminal matters, like traffic hazards or parking violations.

Calls in 2019

21%

Proportion of calls within
Town Center hotspot

+20

More calls in 2019 than
2018

Of the criminal activity here, disorderly conduct and trespassing,
accounted for 40% of call volume.
Almost half of all trespassing calls in this cluster occurred in the
same building: the Cambria Hotel; either at the Panera Bread on
the ground level (16 trespassing calls) or in the actual hotel (15
trespassing calls).
We recorded 11 larcenies (which appeared with a wide variety of
methods) and 2 burglaries (both at 33 Maryland Avenue).

Of 36 disorderly conduct reports taken
from Rockville Town Center in 2019:
Almost half included clearly intoxicated
subjects, and 8% involved narcotics
27% of cases involved public urination
4 cases involved possible mental illness
2 cases involved weapons
1 case involved a subject in a homelessness
crisis
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CLUSTER IN THE TOWN CENTER HOTSPOT

269
Calls in 2019

16%

Proportion of calls within
Rockville Town Center

+72

YOY gain in call volume

2019

BEALL AVE & N WASHINGTON ST

Of the three major call clusters in Town Center, the Beall and
Washington cluster presented the most severe array of crime.
For instance, last year calls about assaults were 3.5 times more
likely to have been linked here than in the Middle & Maryland
cluster. And, while the Gibbs Street cluster hosted 4 more assault
calls, only this cluster hosted a homicide call.
Still, the most frequent types of calls here overall were those
regarding disorderly conduct, trespassing, and suspicious activity.
We recorded 9 larceny calls here, all but 2 of which were shoplifting
incidents (under $50) at Dawson's Market. In addition to the
homicide call (which resulted in an arrest), we also recorded 2
motor vehicle theft calls here (both with Disposition 2).
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CLUSTER IN THE TOWN CENTER HOTSPOT

246
Calls in 2019

15%

2019

GIBBS STREET

The Gibbs Street cluster in uniquely focused on one call type:
disorderly conduct. Almost a quarter of all calls taken here in 2019
dealt with disorderly conduct, and the second and third most
frequent call categories appeared in a volume less than half that that
of "disorderlies".

Only one-sixth of these disorderly conduct calls resulted in an arrest
Proportion of calls within last year. Even so, disorderly conduct was still the most common
Rockville Town Center
reason for an arrest in this area.

+49

YOY gain in call volume

We recorded 11 eight larcenies scattered among the bars and
restaurants, which lead to four arrests. As one might expect, given
the setting, these larcenies mostly occurred during evening and
nighttime hours.
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2019

TWINBROOK

HOTSPOT & SURROUNDING AREA

1,634
Calls in 2019

+10%

Change in YOY call volume

1.32

Mean severity score

The sites that compose the Twinbrook hotspot ultimately cover a relatively small area. To avoid misleading
readers, we compiled call data from both strictly within the hotspot, and a zone that captures all calls from
within 1,000 feet of this hotspot (and are also within the boundaries of Rockville City).

In the Twinbrook hotspot, traffic collisions accounted for a much higher share of call
volume than they do citywide. It's also the most common type of call within this hotspot.
For both the Twinbrook hotspot and its
surrounding area, 2019 call data show:
A sizable majority of collisions last year in
Twinbrook were between vehicles (not
pedestrians) on public streets
The most common collision scenario was a
collision between vehicles on a public street,
with no injuries.
Public streets were also by far the most
frequent setting for personal injury collisions.
Hit and runs collectively accounted for about
one-tenth of collisions
Pedestrian-involved collisions only accounted
for 3% of all collisions and were always
recorded on public streets
Collisions on pubic streets show a clear peak
from 2 until 6 PM, while collisions on private
property tended to peak around noon.

Sites with calls within
1,000 feet of a hotspot
Hotspot sites
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HOTSPOT

204
Calls in 2019

+40%

Change in YOY call volume

2019

LYNFIELD & PARK TERRACE

1.61

Mean severity score

In addition to be being the most common type of call for service, calls pertaining to family
trouble (along with disorderly conduct) in the Lynfield and Park Terrace hotspot accounted
for a much greater share of call volume than in the City generally. Property crime calls for
service other than larceny (e.g., motor vehicle theft) and violent crimes were also
overrepresented, although to a much lesser extent.
A third of all calls (68 calls) in this zone are located in a single call cluster at the intersection
of Argyle Street and Blandford Street. An additional 30 calls were clustered half a block
north, clustered tightly on the 500 block of Blandford Street.
We recorded calls for 4 motor vehicle thefts, 4 burglaries, 1 robbery, and 4 larcenies in
2019. All but one of these (an unfounded burglary call) were given a disposition of 2.

Argyle St & Blandford St
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APPENDIX A

2019 CALLS FOR SERVICE TABULATION

TRU: Telephone reporting unit
MCPD: Montgomery County Police
MCSO: Montgomery County Sheriff's Office

APPENDIX B
ORGANIZATIONAL CHART

